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“Think of CSD as a treasure chest…Students with a variety of learning styles will be able to access 
CSD effortlessly...The full-color images and clean layout make the new interface not only attractive 
but accessible…VERDICT: CSD is the standard by which other encyclopedia-style databases should 

be judged. CSD has style and substance: Steve Jobs and Tim Gunn would be proud.”
—School Library Journal

The trusted content you’ve relied upon for years– 
UPDATED TO MEET THE NEEDS OF TODAY’S LEARNERS

DIGITAL

Our digital resources are:
• Richly illustrated
• Optimized for tablets and smartphones
• Unlimited, simultaneous use and 
remote access available 
 

Features and enhancements:
• New and improved interface 
• Advanced search capabilities
• Instant translation into 80 languages
• Search all 55+ resources in one place



“The Cavendish Square resources have been a strong component of our district’s Inquiry 
practices.  These in-depth resources—which were historically found in specialized 

encyclopedias in a large reference library, and offer resources for teachers that enrich and 
reinforce classroom activities and instruction—are deeply aligned with the curriculum.  The 
updated format also provides content for students in multiple languages and an option for 

text-to-speech, while being well illustrated with beautiful images.” 
—Barbara B. Romersheuser , District Library Media & Textbook Coordinator, Eagle County Schools, Eagle CO

DIGITAL

Best Academic Content for Online Researchers!

See what your colleagues are saying about Cavendish Square Digital:

Comprehensive coverage of subjects  
such as Animals, Literature, Science, and Social Studies — 

this is THE digital resource no researcher should be without!

Each Resource 

Only $159 Per Year

Why Cavendish Square Digital?
•	 Streamlined,	powerful	text	and	media	search	makes	it	easy	for	researchers	to	find	what	they’re	

looking for — be it in one resource, or across all 55+ resources 

• Extensive photos, charts, diagrams, and timelines bring content to life and support visual learning 

•	 Robust	title-specific	research	tools	available	throughout	each	resource 

• MARC records are available for each individual resource 

• Downloadable materials, such as posters, are available to help promote and stimulate usage  
of your resources

Special bundled discounts and multi-year pricing is available.  
To order or to request a price quote, call 877-980-4450, email csq_cs@csqpub.com, 

or contact your local sales representative.



Single: $159.00
3 or More:  $139.00

MIDDLE LEVEL
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Each Digital Resource 
Only $159 per yearMiddle School 

Resources

Aquatic World
This wide-ranging reference resource offers valuable research opportunities on the anatomy and 
classification of aquatic species as well as detailed information about aquatic habitats.
ISBN: 978-0-7614-9821-6

AnImAlS

Birds of the World
Richly illustrated, this vibrant resource looks at the diversity, populations, ecosystems, behavior, 
reproduction, heredity, and anatomy of birds across the globe.
ISBN: 978-0-7614-9855-1

AnImAlS

Dinosaurs
This comprehensive and abundantly illustrated resource explores more than 200 dinosaurs, from 
little-known Megalosaurus to the more popular Velociraptor and Tyrannosaurus.
ISBN: 978-0-7614-9854-4

AnImAlS

Dinofacts infographic puts 
essential information front 
and center.

Exploring Mammals
Enhanced by high-quality photographs and lively drawings, this absorbing resource introduces the 
behaviors and life cycles of more than 90 mammals.
ISBN: 978-0-7614-9842-1

Explore today at 
cavendishsquaredigital.comDIGITAL

DIGITAL RESOURCE

Explore today at 
cavendishsquaredigital.comDIGITAL

AnImAlS

AnImAlS
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Middle School 
Resources

Each Digital Resource 
Only $159 per year

International Wildlife
  Featuring updated content!  
This reference source focuses on the physical features and lifestyle of species from every branch 
of the animal family, with special attention given throughout to taxonomic relations.
ISBN: 978-0-7614-9820-9

AnImAlS

Insects and Spiders of the World
A fascinating journey of discovery—both around the globe and around the backyard—into the 
world of insects, spiders, and arthropods.
ISBN: 978-0-7614-9858-2

AnImAlS

Reptiles and Amphibians
Incorporating the latest research, this resource covers a range 
of representative reptile and amphibian species in depth and 
makes cutting-edge science accessible to students.
ISBN: 978-0-7614-9822-3

AnImAlS

Wildlife and Plants of the World
This engaging resource incorporates coverage of common, everyday plant and animal species with 
lesser-known exotic species from around the world.
ISBN: 978-0-7614-9841-4

AnImAlS

Features:
• Key Facts and 

Classification info boxes 
provide high-interest, 
essential info and stats at a 
glance

• Fact Files add depth to the 
discussion

• Glossary of terms present 
in the article

AnImAlS
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Middle School 
Resources

Each Digital Resource 
Only $159 per year

Peoples of Eastern Asia, Australasia, and the Pacific
A comprehensive resource on the peoples of Eastern Asia, including their ancestors, foods, family 
life, festivals, music, dance, crafts, and sports.
ISBN: 978-0-7614-9812-4

CounTrIeS & PeoPleS

Peoples of Europe
A comprehensive resource on the peoples of Europe, including their ancestors, foods, family life, 
festivals, music, dance, crafts, and sports.
ISBN: 978-0-7614-9815-5

CounTrIeS & PeoPleS

Peoples of the Americas
A comprehensive resource on the peoples of North, Central, and South America, including their 
ancestors, foods, family life, festivals, music, dance, crafts, and sports.
ISBN: 978-0-7614-9811-7

CounTrIeS & PeoPleS

Peoples of Western Asia
A comprehensive resource on the people of Western Asia, including their ancestors, foods, family 
life, festivals, music, dance, crafts, and sports.
ISBN: 978-0-7614-9813-1

CounTrIeS & PeoPleS

Peoples of Africa
A comprehensive resource on the peoples of Africa, including their ancestors, foods, 
family life, festivals, music, dance, crafts, and sports.
ISBN: 978-0-7614-9810-0

CounTrIeS & PeoPleS

Climate info box and other 
sidebars call out valuable 
information.

CounTrIeS & PeoPleS
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Habitats of the World
  Featuring updated content!  
An accessible and richly illustrated resource that offers an inspirational account of the world’s land, 
freshwater, marine, and human habitats.
ISBN: 978-0-7614-9843-8

SCIenCe

Growing Up with Science
  Featuring updated content!  
No branch of the middle school science curriculum goes unexamined in this favorite resource for 
young researchers.
ISBN: 978-0-7614-9802-5

SCIenCe

Middle School 
Resources

Each Digital Resource 
Only $159 per year

Elements
A detailed resource that discusses the 
origin, discovery, special characteristics, and 
importance of the known elements, from 
aluminum to zirconium.
ISBN: 978-0-7614-9833-9

SCIenCe

Exploring Life Science
From oxygen to cloning, no topic relevant to life science in the twenty-first century is omitted in 
this readily accessible and highly visual resource.
ISBN: 978-0-7614-9834-6

SCIenCe

Exploring Earth and Space Science
  Featuring updated content! 
A student-friendly introduction to earth and space science, this wide-ranging resource features 
information on the fields of astronomy, physics, geography, geology, and more.
ISBN: 978-0-7614-9835-3

SCIenCe

Featuring Did You Know? 
sidebars.

Exploring Technology
A one-stop, easily accessible resource on the history of innovation and invention as well as 
important breakthroughs in technology.
ISBN: 978-0-7614-9836-0

SCIenCe

SCIenCe
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Inventors and Inventions
  Featuring updated content!  
An exploration of inventions and their creators, providing a vividly illustrated account of important 
innovation from air conditioners to MRI scanners, from bicycles to frozen foods.
ISBN: 978-0-7614-9873-5

SCIenCe

How It Works
  Featuring updated content!  
This reference source offers authoritative, comprehensive coverage of science and technology and 
strives to explain to the reader how things really do work.
ISBN: 978-0-7614-9805-6

SCIenCe

Middle School 
Resources

Each Digital Resource 
Only $159 per year

Health Encyclopedia
An essential resource for young people looking to make the right decisions about their health and 
lifestyle.
ISBN: 978-0-7614-9862-9

SCIenCe

Civil War
Learn more about key individuals and battles of 
the American Civil War. This resource contains 
information about the social, economic, 
technical, and political background of the 
conflict.
ISBN: 978-0-7614-9883-4SoCIAl STudIeS

Colonial America
Chart the birth of a nation from the arrival of Europeans in North America, to the Revolutionary 
War and the creation and ratification of the U.S. Constitution. 
ISBN: 978-0-7614-9882-7

SoCIAl STudIeS

SCIenCe / SoCIAl STudIeS

Maps of troop movements 
illustrate battles.
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Middle School 
Resources

Each Digital Resource 
Only $159 per year

Exploring Ancient Civilizations
  Featuring updated content!  
This reference resource covering the period from approximately 6500 BCE to 500 CE brings to 
life a fascinating range of ancient civilizations for readers of all ages.
ISBN: 978-0-7614-9816-2

SoCIAl STudIeS

Exploring American History: 1550 to 1877
  Featuring updated content!  
An essential social studies resource that details the emergence and growth of the young American 
nation.
ISBN: 978-0-7614-9874-2

SoCIAl STudIeS

Explorers and Exploration
  Featuring updated content!  
This reference work profiles the many explorers who have traversed new paths and offers 
historical, geographical, and motivational perspectives on their accomplishments.
ISBN: 978-0-7614-9818-6

SoCIAl STudIeS

Exploring the Middle Ages 
  Featuring updated content!  
Explore a thousand years of history—the fall of the Western Roman Empire, the rise of Islam, the 
flowering of Mayan civilization, and Western Europe in the Middle Ages.
ISBN: 978-0-7614-9817-9

SoCIAl STudIeS

Sidebars add depth 
to the discussion.

Facts about Drugs
  Featuring updated content!  
Here young adults can find the basic 
facts and gritty details of drugs and drug 
use.
ISBN: 978-0-7614-9809-4

SoCIAl STudIeS

SoCIAl STudIeS
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Middle School 
Resources

Each Digital Resource 
Only $159 per year

It’s My State
  New Digital Resource!  
It’s My State is a definitive digital research 
resource containing comprehensive coverage of 
each state’s history, people, geography, economy, 
government, and more. Explore all fifty states, 
Washington, D.C. and Puerto Rico using an 
informative, interactive map.
ISBN: 978-1-5026-0348-7

SoCIAl STudIeS

"elementary and middle-school students 
will find this product very easy to 

navigate, and the information within 
is perfect for history and geography 

reports. most public and school libraries 
will find this digital resource extremely 

useful, particularly if the print series 
gets heavy usage."

—Booklist

Features:
• Robustly illustrated—Click the 

Media Gallery icon to view 
images

• Activity and Recipe gives 
readers an interactive craft to 
do “offline”

• More About and Glossary assist 
researchers

The Old West
Travel back in time for a detailed look at the people, history, and customs of the American West, 
while also looking at the lore of the West represented in modern popular culture.
ISBN: 978-0-7614-9839-1

Explore today at 
cavendishsquaredigital.comDIGITAL

Old West
Travel back in time to the

DIGITAL RESOURCE

SoCIAl STudIeS

Open for Debate
This resource explores the past, present, and future of many complex social policy topics to shed 
light on the pros and cons of each. 
ISBN: 978-0-7614-9870-4

SoCIAl STudIeS

SoCIAl STudIeS
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High School 
Resources

Each Digital Resource 
Only $159 per year

World and Its Peoples:  
Sub-Saharan Africa, Australasia, and the Pacific

More than 70 countries, dependencies, and states of Sub-Saharan Africa and the nations of the 
vast Indian and Pacific ocean regions are examined in this in-depth resource.
ISBN: 978-0-7614-9880-3

CounTrIeS & PeoPleS

World and Its Peoples:  
Middle East, Western Asia,  
and Northern Africa

The geography, government, history, economy, and culture of 37 countries and territories in the 
Middle East, Western Asia, and Northern Africa are fully covered in this resource.
ISBN: 978-0-7614-9831-5

CounTrIeS & PeoPleS

World and Its Peoples: Europe
The geography, government, history, economy, and culture of 51 countries and territories on the 
European continent are fully covered in this comprehensive resource.
ISBN: 978-0-7614-9865-0

CounTrIeS & PeoPleS

CounTrIeS & PeoPleS

World and Its Peoples:  
Eastern and Southern Asia

A comprehensive resource covering the geography, government, history, economy, culture, and 
daily life of 22 countries and 5 territories in eastern and southern Asia.
ISBN: 978-0-7614-9832-2

Facts and Figures and 
Climate sidebars organize 
key information.

World and Its Peoples: The Americas
Provides full coverage of the geography, government, history, 
economy, culture, and daily life of 39 countries and territories, 
plus 18 smaller islands of the Caribbean region.
ISBN: 978-0-7614-9846-9

CounTrIeS & PeoPleS

Muslim World
A critical resource that provides a rich and balanced view of all aspects of the Islamic religion and 
its varied manifestations through time and around the world.
ISBN: 978-0-7614-9881-0

CounTrIeS & PeoPleS

CounTrIeS & PeoPleS
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High School 
Resources

Diseases and Disorders
General health care issues and more than 250 infectious diseases, mental disorders, and 
noninfectious diseases and disorders are detailed in this informative and accessible resource.
ISBN: 978-0-7614-9872-8

HeAlTH

Drugs and Society
  Featuring updated content!  
This expertly written and uniquely comprehensive resource examines a wide range of issues 
concerning addiction, treatment, and the societal impact of drug abuse.
ISBN: 978-0-7614-9867-4

HeAlTH

Food and Nutrition
A comprehensive and engaging resource designed to help young people make healthy and safe 
personal choices about all aspects of food and nutrition.
ISBN: 978-0-7614-9856-8

HeAlTH

Family Health
For quick access to key information on all aspects of family health care, this highly regarded 
resource is unmatched.
ISBN: 978-0-7614-9807-0

HeAlTH

Each Digital Resource 
Only $159 per year

Sex and Society
This wide-ranging resource on sex in today’s society provides more than 250 articles on 
relationships, parenting, social and cultural issues, health, and making smart personal choices.
ISBN: 978-0-7614-9864-3

HeAlTH

HeAlTH

Sidebars discuss high-
interest topics and add 
depth to the discussion.
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Popular Contemporary Writers
The lives and works of nearly 100 of the world’s most-read popular writers of the present and 
recent past are presented in this engaging resource.
ISBN: 978-0-7614-9877-3

lITerATure

Great American Writers
A user-friendly resource that introduces readers to the lives and works of nearly 100 of the most 
talented North American writers of the present and the past.
ISBN: 978-0-7614-9875-9

lITerATure

Great World Writers
The lives and works of the most influential international writers of the modern era, from Britain to 
South Africa, from Japan to Poland, and dozens of nations in between.
ISBN: 978-0-7614-9876-6

lITerATure

High School 
Resources

Each Digital Resource 
Only $159 per year

Earth and Physical Sciences
  Featuring updated content!  
This resource provides essential information about chemistry, physics, and earth and 
space science for student researchers.
ISBN: 978-0-7614-9804-9

SCIenCe

Sidebars including Core 
Facts and Connections and 
A Closer Look add depth.

Animal and Plant Anatomy 
  Featuring updated content!  
Through its unique presentation of the anatomy and physiology of a comprehensive range of life-
forms, this extensively illustrated resource is developed specifically for student researchers.
ISBN: 978-0-7614-9866-7

SCIenCe

lITerATure / SCIenCe
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High School 
Resources

Each Digital Resource 
Only $159 per year

Life Sciences 
  Featuring updated content!  
Cutting-edge coverage of life science 
topics, including agriculture, anatomy, 
biochemistry, biology, genetics, medicine, 
and molecular biology.
ISBN: 978-0-7614-9800-1SCIenCe

Sidebars highlight 
valuable information.

Ancient and Medieval World 
  Featuring updated content!  
An absorbing resource that examines world history 
from the emergence of the earliest humans about 
two million years ago through the end of the 
Middle Ages.
ISBN: 978-0-7614-9861-2

America in the 20th Century
An abundantly illustrated resource that charts the decade-by-decade progress of the United 
States through the volatile twentieth century.
ISBN: 978-0-7614-9859-9

SoCIAl STudIeS

SoCIAl STudIeS

Timeline organizes 
information at a glance.

Technology and Applied Sciences
This comprehensive yet concise reference resource focuses on technology and applied sciences in 
support of the science curriculum.
ISBN: 978-0-7614-9801-8

SCIenCe

SCIenCe / SoCIAl STudIeS
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High School 
Resources

Each Digital Resource 
Only $159 per year

Economic Literacy and Personal Finance 
This comprehensive guide allows users to understand economic matters—both personal and 
global—and to prepare for the financial realities of today and tomorrow.
ISBN: 978-0-7614-9878-0

SoCIAl STudIeS

Gods, Goddesses, and Mythology
  Featuring updated content!  
A unique, far-reaching resource that explores prehistoric and classical gods and goddesses as well 
as contemporary myths found in literature and popular culture.
ISBN: 978-0-7614-9847-6

SoCIAl STudIeS

Renaissance and Reformation
  Featuring updated content!  
A highly visual and detailed look at the people, events, scientific advances, and religious, literary, 
artistic, and architectural achievements in European and world history, from 1300 to 1700.
ISBN: 978-0-7614-9828-5

SoCIAl STudIeS

Man, Myth, and Magic
  New Digital Resource! 
This comprehensive digital resource covers religion, 
mythology, and the unknown, and provides up-to-date 
information on the rites, customs, and beliefs of ancient and 
modern cultures and societies.
ISBN: 978-0-7614-9884-1SoCIAl STudIeS

Features:
• More than 600 detailed and 

informative articles
• Reader-friendly alphabetical 

organization of information
• Contributions from more than 100 

experts in their respective fields
• Reader’s guide, glossary, 

thematic outline of contents, and 
suggestions for further reading to 
extend learning

SoCIAl STudIeS
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World War I
  Featuring updated content!  
An examination of the conflict proclaimed by some to be “the war to end all wars,” including the 
events leading up to the conflict, the course of war, and its social and economic aftermath.
ISBN: 978-0-7614-9868-1

SoCIAl STudIeS

World War II
  Featuring updated content!  
A comprehensive account of the Second World War, 
the seminal event of the twentieth century, featuring 
numerous archival photographs and detailed maps.
ISBN: 978-0-7614-9869-8

SoCIAl STudIeS

High School 
Resources

Each Digital Resource 
Only $159 per year

Features:
• Sidebars, such as The Exclusionary 

Rule and U.S. Supreme Court 
Profile, The Chamber of Torture, 
the Fifth Amendment, A Lawless 
Era, and more throughout the 
article add depth to the discussion

• Notes, Further Information, 
Bibliography, and About the Author 
assist researchers

Supreme Court Milestones
An absorbing resource that discusses some of the most momentous cases in the history of the 
United States Supreme Court. 
ISBN: 978-0-7614-9830-8

SoCIAl STudIeS

SoCIAl STudIeS

Sidebars put events into 
perspective while primary 
sources add depth.



Web-hosted eBooks from Cavendish Square
Over 1,050 eBooks for Grades K–12+

Cavendish Square provides a large selection of curriculum-based, high-interest nonfiction that meets  
national and state curriculum standards, as well as the Common Core standards.

WITH CAVENDISH SQUARE YOU’LL FIND SOMETHINg TO MEET ALL OF YOUR CURRICULAR NEEDS

NEW
!

Our eBooks are available 24/7 with unlimited, simultaneous access.  
They do not require special equipment or hardware, so schools and libraries incur  

no additional costs to use our eBooks, which are hosted at epointplus.com.

cavendishsq.com • Call toll-free 877-980-4450

“The books are presented as double page view just as a paper book will be viewed when held. And the succeeding 
pages are viewed by scrolling down rather than clicking forward. This allows much greater visual acuity and 
opportunities for understanding. The comments I have received from teachers regarding the ease of use and 
applicability for students at grade level, below grade level, and those requiring resources for differentiated  

learners with various disabilities have been beyond positive. epointplus has hit it out of the ballpark.”

—Michael Powell, Director Library Services 
Sonoma County Office of Education


